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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:   JAY DON BLAKE 
    JOSHUA MEYBERG     
September 16, 2016 
 

 

 

Q.  So I went through your scorecard, you kind of finished in a flurry birdieing four of 

your last five holes.  Walk me through that last stretch of holes. 

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  Yeah, I hit some good shots even early in the round that I didn't 

capitalize very well, didn't putt very well earlier.  Then finally hit a putt on No. 5, the par 3 

where I made a birdie on our back nine which was the front nine, hit it about eight feet.  Had 

an uphill putt so I was able to be aggressive and got one to go in.   

 

Then the next hole's a par 5.  I hit driver, 3-iron probably 16, 17 feet.  Had an eagle try but I 

left it short so I two-putted for birdie.   

 

Then I hit sand wedge on the little short one down the hill, par 3, probably about 15 feet, 

made that for birdie.   

 

Then the good part about the finish was on 8.  I drove it over the cliff, so I had to drop it on 

the edge.  Hit 8-iron about six, seven feet close to the hole.  And with Joshua putting just 

before me, he was on the same line and we read it.  He knocked his in and I followed mine 

in and made par on 8, so that was kind of a boost to kind of continue.   

 

Then I hit a decent drive down the right side of 9, hit a 9-iron in there about 15 feet and 

rolled that in, so finished pretty strong.  It was a pretty good day.  Me and Josh had some fun 

out there and enjoyed it. 

 

Q.  So when you finish like you did, you walk off No. 9, are you kind of bummed that 

the round's ending that point, do you kind of want to keep on going, or are you happy 

you ended on such a high note going into tomorrow's round? 

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  We just know we've got to play 18 holes.  Not that I'm glad it was over 

with, but that's where I finished and I was pretty excited to finish strong like that and have a 

good round and put up a good score.  Yeah, just hopefully it brings some of the positive 

feedback for tomorrow. 

 

Q.  And the regular season is winding down.  Has your mindset changed at all these 

last few tournaments as we enter the Playoffs? 

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  No, not really.  I really had a very, very poor year.  I haven't played that 

well.  I worked really hard on my game, just I can't find it.  I mean, I have spurts of where I 

play well and then I just kind of like kind of mediocre after that, so it's been too erratic of a 

year.  I have some good shots, good rounds, and then have a stretch of 14, 15 holes and 
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have a double in there and a couple bogeys and just kind of ruin the round.  I just need to 

build up some confidence, and hopefully with four tournaments left in the year and the 

Schwab Cup coming up, maybe I can get something going. 

 

Q.  Right.  Now, Joshua, what did it mean to you to play Pebble Beach with a 

professional golfer in the atmosphere that you played in today? 

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  Yeah, it was so great.  It was such an amazing experience.  Beautiful 

course.  And to be able to play with Jay Don, he has such a high level of skill and talent and 

just a great guy.  It was a lot of fun. 

 

Q.  What's one thing that you'll for sure remember from today's round, your greatest 

memory? 

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  Just to be able to play 18 with a professional golfer.  That was just a 

dream come true, it was neat. 

 

Q.  What kind of interactions did you and Jay Don have out there?  Did he give you 

any pointers that you'll carry with you? 

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  Yeah, absolutely.  (Inaudible) putts. 

 

Q.  And then I'll put it back to you.  Great experience for Joshua.  What kind of 

experience is this for you to have that kind of impact on a young golfer?  

 

JAY DON BLAKE:  Yeah, I really look forward to playing this event.  You get to play with 

these kids that went through The First Tee program, got the Nine Core Values and they've 

really taught them well.  They're really, I mean, very respectful kids.  They've got a lot of 

talent with golf.  Obviously some of them might not pursue golf, they've got other careers 

they're leading up to with schooling and stuff.  But to have them here, watching their 

expressions playing Pebble Beach.  Some people it's their bucket list and for them to be 

able to come out and play with tour players, it's just fun to see him out there having fun.  I'm 

glad he didn't get discouraged because a few holes he had struggled.  We all do that.  He 

still had a great smile on his face.  We enjoyed it, we had fun.  We just tried to stay upbeat 

and it's fun to kind of bond with the relationship.  And the parents are out there, you get to 

meet them, so it's the whole atmosphere of camaraderie that's going on.  It's a great thing 

that they've got going for the kids, The First Tee, and it's a great experience even for the 

pros to meet these kids.  
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